XB300 Air Conditioner

Welcome to cool, reliable comfort.

Trane has produced many reliable, innovative products
over the years, each constructed with our incredible

XB300 Air conditioner

attention to detail, using decades of engineering
experience and the finest materials available. The
Trane XB300 has all the expected reliability, power and
performance of Trane, in an entirely compact design.

A Trane, through and through.
As the most reliable air conditioning brand in North America,
we have a reputation to uphold. Everything we produce must
live up to it, and the XB300 is no exception.
It undergoes the same torturous
testing to which we subject other
Trane products, including years of
temperature and mechanical stress
compressed into just a few weeks
in Trane’s Systems Environmental
Extreme Testing (SEET) Lab.
And while industry standards dictate
testing a coil to only 250,000 stress
cycles, the condenser coil in the XB300 is tested to over
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3 million cycles to assure years of trouble-free service.

Inside the XB300
With low sound levels this single‑stage
compressor makes it easy to quietly
cool your home.

A smaller refrigerant charge makes
it not only more ecologically friendly,
it also increases the XB300’s reliability
by reducing system stress over time.

The condenser coil is all aluminum
to resist corrosion from the elements.
Eliminating copper tubes also prevents
bimetallic corrosion that can reduce
the life of the coil.

Manual Charge Assist,™ a Trane
exclusive, helps ensure the proper
refrigerant charge, providing ideal
performance and efficiency.

The heavy duty coil guard is designed to
protect the coil and other components
from debris and physical damage.

A Trane matched system can make you even more comfortable.
By pairing the XB300 with other
components found in the Trane family,
you can create a truly amazing comfort
system and an incredibly comfortable
home environment. A single-stage
furnace from the Trane XR series or
a variable-speed furnace from the
Trane XV series can
provide cost-efficient
warmth all winter long.

By adding a Trane CleanEffects™
whole-house air filtration system, the
air in your home can be as clean as it
is comfortable. CleanEffects
removes up to 99.98% of
indoor pollutants from the
air it filters, including pollen,
mold and pet dander, and
can even reduce your need
to dust by up to 50%.

A no-nonsense warranty.
When you build a system this well, a long,
straightforward warranty almost seems
excessive. But we didn’t get to be the
most recognized, most reliable brand in
home comfort by cutting corners. That’s
why every XB300 is protected by Trane’s
ironclad, no-nonsense warranty that
upon registration includes 10 years of
protection on the compressor, 10 years
of protection on the condenser coil and
10 years of protection on all other parts.

Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating and sustaining safe, comfortable and efficient environments.
Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Schlage®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together
to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings, transport and protect food and perishables, secure homes
and commercial properties, and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a $14 billion global business committed
to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results
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